In this situation, it certainly needs no explanation how pathetic our condition can be. Overvaluing state power and being nourished by that power for a long time, starts preaching a different ‘religious tale’ on the world, life or family. But when these go beyond their predictable range, they acquiesce with a deep sense of anguish.

But, without paying heed to this truth, if any social-democratic party after getting the taste of state power, and being nourished by that power for a long time, starts preaching a different ‘religious tale’ on the world, life or family. But when these go beyond their predictable range, they acquiesce with a deep sense of anguish.

For example, Manikbabu has started his short story, ‘The fellow, who has to be bribed’, On hearing this, we became amazed and thought it prudent to analyse the teacher’s words, ‘Everybody knows that to take away other’s article without his permission is called stealing and to do that in a large scale means becoming rich’. If this is true then all the rich men around us are thieves of high calibre. But if you say so, there would be uproar in all social circles. Then you have to admit that Manikbabu’s saying needs some revision.

It is quite natural that in our distressed mental condition, if we catch hold of any good and wise soul, we cling to him and ask, “Please provide us with some explanation/interpretation on the current social scenario, we are at a loss to comprehend anything.”

Making us thunderstruck, the teacher answered in a resolute voice, “Look, we, the people of earlier days try our best to comprehend the happenings around us up to a certain limit. But nowadays, so many things are occurring, which are of such nature that looking at them it seems to me that these are not for my comprehension.”

On hearing this, we became amazed and thought it prudent to analyse the teacher’s problem on comprehension by means of Pavlovian psychology. The teacher wanted to make us understand that the style of life in which he has grown up since childhood, has enabled him to attain the capacity of applying dialectical logic. He has learned this tool so that he could evaluate the changed times. But whatever expansion of his mental horizon has been caused by application of this tool, this is not at all infinite. Of course, it is true for everybody. Generally, in order to resolve any or quantitative or qualitative occurrence, which can exert influence on society or family, we try to grasp that with our knowledge gained beforehand. Sometimes, for the sake of this comprehension, we try to understand the whole thing by looking for explanation from the writings of great men or take help from an intermediary.

For example, Manikbabu has started his short story, “The fellow, who has to be bribed”, with the words, “Everybody knows that to take away other’s article without his permission is called stealing and to do that in a large scale means becoming rich”. If this is true then all the rich men around us are thieves of high calibre. But if you say so, there would be an uproar in all social circles. Then you have to admit that Manikbabu’s saying needs some revision.

The depth and complexity of this problem is realized by reading Lenin’s ‘State and Revolution’. In this book Lenin has stated in an extremely concise and lucid manner a few universal truths on the emergence of the state and its governance. Lenin has even said that the state would remain till such time the idea of private ownership of property is not removed from the mindset of man. This state would also sit tight on man as a ruler and exploiter. These words are true like sunlight in daily life.

But, without paying heed to this truth, if any social-democratic party after getting the taste of state power, and being nourished by that power for a long time, starts preaching a different ‘religious tale’ on the gospel of state, then the “pure people” like the teacher tries for a while to comprehend all this through their grasp of ‘dialectical logic.’ But at some point they resign for they consider something as the effect or result of some particular cause or attribute to something. So with the knowledge and experience gained beforehand, they continuously analyse, comprehend and adjust themselves with the happenings in the world, life or family. But when these go beyond their predictable range, they acquire a deep sense of anguish.

In this situation, it certainly needs no explanation how pathetic our condition can be.
Though the advanced sections of society, as described by Marx, desire to speed away from this dawn to another like light, under the burning heat of the noon and seeing before our eyes that the king is roaming around in a naked condition. If the king admits this, it can be said that he is helpless. But the confusion deepens when the progressive state machinery turns different kinds of formal logic into conditioned reflex and launches propaganda to the effect that this is lack of understanding, in reality the king is not naked. He is wearing clothes with so minute designs that even after rubbing both the eyes we are seeing him naked.

Moreover, the problem is becoming more acute with the new generation, who are growing up looking at this dazzling development of hell and running around to snatch away "sacole of soul" from this apparent pleasure, which consists of hollowness and duplicity. It is like consuming poison from goblets embellished with precious stones by Rajput women in earlier days to observe their ritual of suicide (Jaharbrata), but it is unfortunate that because of the quality of the goblet the poison does not turn into nectar.

Anyway, at the end the teacher uttered only a single sentence of assurance. We are standing on the threshold of a tremendous socio-economic change and change is going on. Now we must have resolute faith and confidence in man and have to say that we would ultimately reach to a noble course of leading life. But that is "the task of many men for many centuries".

Consequently there remains enough possibility of mistakes, if one wishes to explain those problems with any single sign and symptom or with a particular kind of signs and symptoms. As a result he used to think that the problems of the children had to be judged simultaneously in a periodic change and continuity.

In the matter of their problems being formed, different adverse incidents and circumstances are added to the weakness of their mind or brain. Under this consideration it can be said that, a warp and woof between these harmful social elements and helpful elements always keeps on going over them. The little ones have more physical endurance; but less mental endurance. Consequently the harmful elements, on being greater in amount, may supecede the helpful elements.

Among these harmful elements there are: 1. history of having psychological diseases in the family, 2. poor socio-economic condition, 3. backwardness in the field of knowledge and intelligence, 4. tragic incidents such as the death of father or mother etc., 5. a restless mentality, 6. become a victim of or witness to violent incidents in the family, 7. disorder in physical or mental development, 8. get along with bad company etc.. And among the helpful elements there are: 1. a wonderful personality development, 2. wonderful familial relationship and bonding and family culture, 3. a wonderful surrounding environment etc..

Dhirendranath used to judge the matter of growth and development of the child-adolescents in the following way: 1. Whether there is any flaw anywhere in their socialization process. 2. How are they learning to express the matter of emotional growth and development, how is he being able to open up his own emotions in different environment and circumstances and what his reaction is to other's emotions. Because if he can learn this properly he would be able to integrally calculate all these things on getting into a complicated situation when he grows up. He has to learn how to manage the anxious state, tension, oppression etc.. Likewise he has to understand how we develop our emotional rationalism and intelligence. 3. His moral development is also very important. 4. Equally important is his growth and development related to the sexual behaviour etc.. Moreover in the matter of the temperament and the child-adolescents Dhirendranath also used to consider that the child-adolescents are not being good enough importance this type of elements such as to what extent 1. he expresses everything with speech or in silent language, 2. his activities are purposeful or purposeless, 3. he can realize a matter having stuck to it with obstinance or quickly gives up, 4. is active or inactive, 5. he is aggressive or a sort of calm and gentle, 6. he voluntarily does many works or whatever he wishes abruptly, 7. he opposes everything and can not easily accept or receive them etc..

On many occasions he had to face questions from the parents such as, "Doctor, none of us are like him, where has he got these qualities or characteristics from?" He too didn't feel much ease in this question. Because these questions made him too think throughout his life (somebody can say about it the classical nature-nurture debate).

In the matter of treatment what Dhirendranath used to think first is, whether this person at all needs any treatment. If he does, then how little and of what type that would be. It has been noticed that, in majority of the cases regarding diagnosis of diseases of the child-adolescents, it is not possible to follow that categorical method. There were also enough reasons for it. Their problems rapidly change due to fast growth and development or on the other hand as a result of this developing their role in the family and society changes continuously.
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[We consider Dhirendranath as one of the leading pioneers of psychiatry in India. In the previous issues of this magazine we had included the intellectual formation and socio-psychological development of Dhirendranath as a psychiatrist. He had many introductions but over all other introductions, being a psychiatrist can claim of the fundamental ones. We will continue to examine the matter further in this concluding part regarding his achievement as a psychiatrist in practice due to wholistic participation in the subject. Ed. PAS.]

Psychiatric diseases of the child-adolescents

Child psychiatry slowly started to develop towards the end of Dhirendranath's career. He too started to think about the child-adolescents. As psychologist Piaget had presented the (cognitive) developmental theory of biological growth of child-adolescents, having minutely registered the physical and mental growth and development of his own children, likewise Dhirendranath, although not being that systematic, started observing his grandchildren.

Moreover the guardians were regularly coming to him for help with normal and abnormal problems of their child-adolescents. It should be better said that, he used to do these works singlehandedly, and without organized help in this matter. In this context it should be said that, he didn't acknowledge the measurement of the activities of human cerebrum (intelligence, memory, motivation etc.). So he did give least importance to the method of psychometry.

In case of diagnosis of diseases of the child-adolescents, categorical and dimensional – these two viewpoints or methods are acknowledged. Naturally he used to like this very dimensional method more in case of the children too and opined that, in majority of the cases regarding diagnosis of diseases of the child-adolescents, it is not possible to follow that
the mental and physical development of the child-adolescents is Piaget (1896-1980) and the other is Vygotsky (1896-1934). I would finish this context saying a few words about them. Piaget: Piaget used to introduce himself as 'genetic epistemologist'. We don’t properly understand its meaning and don’t know what that mean even to Piaget. Actually he was a developmental (biological) psychologist. However he used to believe in Kant’s philosophy and can not be said from his writings which one of the following he was - a nativist or an empiricist. On one occasion it can be said that he was an interactionist. At times he had also named his theory as ‘constructive structuralism’. The bottomline of his theory is ‘Schema’. Through it he wanted to make us understand, how the children having slowly organized their experiences develop their brain in that perspective. In order to build this Schema the children adopt two complementary processes viz. assimilation and accommodation. According to Piaget’s theory, the cognitive process gets developed in a few steps, which is a kind of certain and fixed (invariant). As a whole by the consequence of the cognitive development we generally want to explain how he is being able to form perception about the external time and place (space) impress- ing his body more, precisely and appropriately through a gradual improvement. Dhirendranath used to give importance to Piaget’s theory.

Vygotsky: Vygotsky’s theory was comparatively polar opposite to that of Piaget’s. Because in case Piaget’s theory could be termed as a theory of biological growth and development, Vygotsky’s theory would be the socio-cultural theory of this growth and development. He placed a few types of proposals regarding the maturity of the cognitive process of the child-adolescents. He said in his proposal that, the children have an element called ‘innate cognitive ability’ in small quantities that contains the ability of assimilating innate potentials of memory and perception. The primary cognitive ability keeps on working in the children below the age of two years. A continuous interaction occurs between the environment and this ability. After the age of two years the child having matured through the cognitive process, acquires different necessary social qualities and abilities which play a role in developing his mental construct later on. In this entire transfer process the important, insignificant and trivial elements of the external environment help him. Among them ‘language’ is considered to be an essential element. As the age increases, the interaction with the external world through language increases and the ability of the cognitive process too increases proportionately and develops the ‘internal system of speech’. The child gradually starts to learn new subjects for the internalisation of this internal speech system. It is noticed that a zone of the proximal growth and development (which can be called as the distance between the actual development and the potentiality of further growth and development) gets developed inside his mind. Everything was right with this theory. But Dhirendranath started thinking whether it had been appropriate for Vygotsky that he absolutely kept his theory of biological elements of growth and development.

Moreover can ‘language’ become the only condition for development? Yet it has been noticed that the child-adolescents learn many issues from the family and the society through mere observation. Among these the imitative gestures of the body are considered as a principal one. Can we call them language in the general sense? Otherwise how could these things be sorted out? Although in the matter of Developmental Psychology the names Piaget and Vygotsky can be majorly heard; Dhirendranath kept Basov in mind more than anyone else. One of the pioneers of Child-development Psychology in Russia, Basov stated that a loose or flexible bonding is formed between the structural (organic) behavioral and social systems of the child. These changes keep on continuously reshaping each other. The difference of human development as compared to the development of other animals is that, the human beings change their envi-

roomment through using and toying with weapons and also get changed themselves. Dhirendranath kept Basov’s theory as one of the pioneers of Cultural-Historical School of Psychology in Soviet Union; Dhirendranath opined that Basov’s issue claims to be discussed separately. Because Basov’s contribution to Developmental Psychology is unprecedented from different aspects. Because having held the structures of a new family and having explained and analyzed everything about it he has quite elaborately shown that a new organism has a complex path and develops in that path with the influence of established Piaget’s well-known Dynamic Structuralism Theory far more efficiently almost fifty years before. If we analyze the matter we would notice that, Basov’s explanation and analysis are far more scientific. Because here Basov had shown, discussing elaborately, what possible interactions might occur between the society and the family with the child. I had already mentioned earlier about Dhirendranath’s objection in the matter of Vygotsky. In this case it should be also added that, from the overall point of view Dhirendranath used to object to Soviet Psychology that they had almost ignored the issue of cultural diversity in the matter of developing Psychology and had taken a rigid approach. Vygotsky’s idea was that symbolic communication had been developed from the most rudimentary communication having been used in the society by Pavlov. This has been roughly divided into two classes – either it was Pavlovian (dependent on the research of cerebral cortex by Pavlov) or it was Vygotskian (dependent on Vygotsky’s socio-cultural context). He used to like a lot this portion of Vygotsky’s theory such as how the children can wonderfully use this interrelation instantly with the change in the external environment and on getting new mediums at disposal. That’s why at the time of doing psychotherapy and in the matter of giving suggestions to the patient, the choice of the appropriate socio-cultural perspective for him made his job quite easier as he knew Vygotsky.

At times he used to voice his objection and say that, Vygotsky had said that as a result of the communication between the elders and youngsters the former helps the latter from the psychological point of view to build up the portion of that proximal growth and development; but practically it has been noticed that many parents or guardians oppose the young ones quite a lot because of the growing taking part in new environment. If we try to take a look in this case it can be said that in no way they are helping in the growth and development of the portion of proximal development of their children. Especially the fondling boys of today understand nothing but the secured shelter of their parents.

Conclusion

Dhirendranath used to regret and say that, “Human beings have got a brain as well as psychiatric diseases from the nature through evolution.’’ These words made us think quite a lot! Because we had a question, whether animals inferior to the human beings face psychiatric problems. Therefore in case of the human beings this highest humane quality is in one hand a boon and equally a curse in the other. In spite of having spent his entire life with psychiatric patients his heart used to get filled with despair on seeing any adolescent as a new psychiatric patient. It is a matter of sorrow to see a generation fail. This is why he used to voice his utter to say one thing more that, the last attribute that has been added to us during the evolution is the ability of using language. Probably this genetic defect and the genetic aberration causing psychiatric diseases are related. Perhaps in the future we would be able to become sure after a long research, if this scope for disorder is appropriate or not. This matter that psychiatric diseases are the most painful of diseases for the human beings.

Now, the more time is running out, the more our mind is becoming complicated. The imprint of this complexity of the society is being put on our minds. Therefore we may say without doing much research that, our children are growing up in a far complicated environment and this is undoubtedly true that their times would be more complex. Consequently they have to acquire the ability of thinking in a complicated procedure in order to endure this complex times. We know that, the more the situation gets complex and unsolvable, the more it creates
pressure on our mind or brain. Either we try to adapt with it, or some of us breakdown and seek for specialists assistance. He used to say wittily, “Can a sacrificial goat save itsthroat even by screaming?”

Dhirendranath’s championship was in that he had tried as many days as possible to understand the gradually increasing familial and social complexities and also tried to make his patients understand that. He used to write innumerable writings in this matter.

When Dhirendranath started practicing psychiatry, there was a community-feeling among the people and families of our society. That is, there was a socio-economical and cultural situation for ganging up and making an uproar. He had roamed about in this society almost as the eldest master of the worldly affairs. That is, his suggestions didn’t contain only the words to cure diseases; besides there used to be the purpose, meaning, means and procedure of leading life in the future and lots of other things. This treatment used to take a long time; but the patients used to accept that because they wished to completely get cured (ultimate result). So they used to help him with his work patiently.

I can take responsibility in saying that, this scenario has now been changed. Because the families have turned smaller and the lifestyle has comparatively become faster. Moreover theyoung boys and girls, perhaps as a result of the atmosphere of this century, have changed their outlook for communication. On responsibility, it usually didn’t communicate with them, primarily due to the superficiality of the thoughts of their families and of themselves. Besides it is noticed that, just like having fast food, here too they desire quick fruitination (proximate result). They behave in such a manner that, any one of the members of the small family is facing a psychological problem and he wants help from the psychiatrist for this purpose.

The psychiatrist should as if open up his head, find out the location of the damaged machineries by setting up a number of tools, dust the abnormal ‘bio-chips’ and complete his treatment by properly planting instruments in the brain. After on when the need arises again, he would come for the ‘servicing’ of his head; but he has to manage the present problem right now, otherwise he would miss the train. From the philosophical aspect, this kind of a ‘professional pragmatism’ (according to poet Arunachal’s words it is ‘a grocery’, not a ‘philosophy’) human beings are gradually becoming as if all-pervading in spending our lives.

During the period of Dhirendranath’s career, problems concerning the patients were not this much predominate. But now-a-days no psychiatrist wants to understand the entire situation taking a little time or the patients like the ultimate necessity dominating the proximate necessity and the temporary truth turning to be the ultimate truth. Consequently the human beings are gradually becoming lonely and isolated; but he doesn’t know where he should go or what he should do to comfort his soul. Yet if this person wishes to reduce his pain in the presence of a psychiatrist, he has to surrender before the physician; but this individual, just like Abhimanyu, doesn’t know the way out of this circular-military array.

Consequently Dhirendranath could have ever imagined of this fast consequence in the social beings he had seen. We don’t know why we have the ability to move the clock-hands anti-clockwise. Therefore we too have to accept this situation. Meanwhile we have to keep up working in our manner. However, let’s move on to another topic for a while.

We used to realize that, many people are suffering from physical ailments. On many occasions there remained no way to understand that, the psychiatric diseases have increased or started due to the physical ailment. We used to get several examples where both the physical and mental diseases went on side by side. As we give importance to the treatment of psychiatric diseases, we had to take care so that we never ignore any physical ailment. We can in no way deny that, we feel anxious when we suffer from even a little physical ailment and this may become more complicated due to that, because a vicious circle may get formed inside the individual’s mind through this process.

We used to admit that, he was associated with the modern therapeutics, therefore he used to avoid the matter of physical ailments as far as possible. We could understand that the patient was having a lot of inconvenience with that. Our patients are really very poor. Therefore it becomes unaffordable for them to consult a specialist physician for a minor physical ailment. However, it becomes clear that, the psychological sickness of the patient would get cured a lot if the physical illness reduces. The physical ailment may become acute due to an old chronic problem or it may appear to be a sudden problem.

Generally it has been noticed that, physical ailments may show up as well as the mental diseases may precipitate as a result of the reasons such as metabolic, toxic, infectious etc.. Due to this reason we have repeatedly felt that the psychiatrist should have the minimum idea about the physical diseases. Yet on the other hand during these times of ours, at the age of the fragmented smallness of wisdom, it is needless to say that, this situation has further worsened.

In such cases we don’t want to give any other medicine to reduce the physical trouble, e.g. the medicines to reduce hyperacidity in peptic ulcer syndrome etc.. Therefore it can not be denied that, quite a lot of warp and woof used to take place in case of certain patients deteriorating fast and suddenly, while keeping them admitted in the hospital. He used to always say, “Whenever a disease may appear to be the ultimate necessity or the proximate necessity, it would help psychiatry from all aspects. Gradually we would get to know the neurotransmitter pathways of the brain through genetics even better and its nature and characteristcs could...
be specified accurately. Perhaps a day would come in the future, when it would become possible to treat the defective brain elements by our knowledge of genetics.

Similarly, it would become possible to invent an improved and definite biological marker of it, in order to make the process of classification of diseases and diagnosis more accurate. This would get help from molecular biology and genetics. In the near future it would become possible to prevent and successfully treat contagious, endocrinological, immunological diseases and so on. Competing with it, tremendous development would also occur in the matter of complete treatment.

The child-adolescents, on getting afflicted with more problems, would come and along with that the grown-ups would come with problems related to sexual behaviour, the women would come depression and the marginal...
It seems as if his whims have gone very deep into the universal world, society and the human mind. He had deep and strong feelings about the inner unreasonableness in the surrounding or neighbouring social life, and as a result we find a strange touch of curiosity and humor on these variety of unreasonable issues in his writings. For a person who is good or proficient in fantasising has a mind which can see the life and the world in a number of strange and comical unknown forms; hidden behind such a whimsical mind of Sukumar was the sight of the human society. In the normal course of his life he was aware of the imaginative and whimsical aspects of his own mind, which has made a sad analytical study of the Indian Psyche and particularly the outlook of the elite colonial society of his age and this remains incomparable till today. This singularity or uniqueness of his mind amazes us even more when we remember that was a close friend or associate of the theologian, idealist ever-romantic poet Rabindranath and a distinguished member of the Brahmo Samaj.

In the case of our literature we can think of only one person worthy of mention prior to Sukumar. He was Trailokyanath Mukherjee the distinguished writer of fantasies of late nineteenth century. His "Hajabarala" and other writings are placed at a very high level in our national literature. Even on him we see the influence of Alice-related or centred stories by Lewis Carroll. But clearly the basis for his fantasy was his social consciousness. There were two particular weaknesses in the society of that time (we get a clear picture of this in the well known book on sociology by Shibanath Shastri). The first is the rural society is full of superstitions, lack of class-consciousness, pricked customs and practices, ruled by the authority of zamindars (landlords) and in a shattered state of parental rule, where the humanity or individuality of the person and his simple intelligence was regularly down-trodden. And the second is, the excellent mixture of the religious deceit in the behaviour of the new Euro-Bongs (5% Euro, 95% Bong) who have come into Calcutta from the rural areas and their blind greed for European food and clothings and its more unhealthy influence of this mentality on the ill rural life. In 'Kankabati' we find a pathetic satirical presentation of this situation of society. With satire there is deep compassion and the pleasantness of loving humanity. The wonderful structure of fantasy which has grown on this amazing foundation has two main constituents: the urge to run away from this stifling social-environment or escapism; and a dream to build a freer and insufferable life or wish fulfilment - although there is an awareness of obstacles present in the path of happiness, peace and truth and the sad end of the dreams of 'Kankabati'.

Sukumar Roy with his association with the most advanced part of the colonial society in the first half of the twentieth century well understood its trend with his sharp and unbiased view. In most of his writings we get a strange or wonderful insight about the various comical oppositions or obstructions in this social environment and their unchangeability or fixity or incontrollability. He had neither escapism nor wish-fulfilment. He had a muted or suppressed (and coocked) critical spirit, which in the final stages (like the last part of 'Hajabarala' and Diary of Hesoram Husiyar) largely turned into cynicism of a frustrated or disappointed idealist. Even if not everywhere, this critical spirit was mainly expressed through the various forms of the flights of his abnormal whimsical fantasy.

Let me now talk about how Sukumar Roy in the first half of his 'Hajabarala' has created in the mind of the children an amazing dreamlike form out of the seemingly unbelievable and evolutionary inventions in physics during the twentieth century. There are two distinct parts in 'Hajabarala', whose interconnection is through Hij-bij-bij which has formed a bridge between the two worlds of extreme fun and comical expression. The second part, which created history in a distinguished competition, is clearly (full of the beauty of the dreams of children) a wonderful social cartoon. We are not discussing here this part and its deep and inherent subject of social-consciousness. The subject of this discussion is the first half of 'Hajabarala', that is from changing the handkerchief into a cat up to Kakeswar going away closing his shop at the end of the wrestling of two old men three feet tall.

According to the prevailing beliefs in the nineteenth century, the famous tests in 1887 by Michelson and Morley using ether to determine the speed of Earth's revolution and the many questions raised by the research of Lorentz-FitzGerald on the contraction of the dimensions of any moving material approaching the speed of light found a wonderful answer in the Special Theory of Relativity of Einstein published in 1905. It was already known that light travels at a speed of nearly three lakh kilometer (186281 miles) per second. It was now realised that this speed is universal constant. That irrespective of the speed at which a person approaches or moves away from a source of light, he will always see light travelling at that constant speed (in a vacuum). It was also seen that the speed of light is the fastest possible for approaches or movements in the universe, and it is not possible for anything else to travel at a speed higher than or same as the speed of light.

If anything travels at speed nearing that of light, then 1. its mass will become nearly unlimited, and 2. its measurements will become practically zero ( Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction), and in addition 3. in that system with light like speed, movement of time will become extremely dilated. In our normal system when a few years have elapsed, the clock of that fast moving system will probably have moved only a few hours. If anybody can move exactly at the speed of light (which is not possible in practice) then according to relativism there will be no such thing as time consciousness. Therefore he will not grow in age and he will see the world in a totally changed. Taking for granted this line of thinking, the question may be raised – what will happen if somebody travel's faster than the speed of light (although that is not possible)? The answer is, he will then see time moving in reverse or backwards – that is he will gradually move into the past or his age will keep coming down.
This imaginative dreamlike idea of going back in time through the magic of speed of light
has been expressed in a humorous verse on relativity –

There was a young girl named Miss Bright
Who could travel much faster than light
She departed one day
In an Einsteinian way
And came back
On the Previous night.

If weight increases along with speed, then there will be no such thing as absolute mass.
If any thing increases its speed then all its internal speed rhythms (like movement of a clock) will slow down. Therefore ... incidents in a particular space-time continuum – this also is revolutionary decision of relativity.

As a corollary of the Special Relativity Theory of 1905 it was also established that it is incorrect to say that only matter has mass and energy is without mass. Just as a ball of iron or a bucket of water or a cylinder of gas has mass, similarly energy in any form (light or heat or sound energy) also has mass. This means a ray of light also has mass, even if it be very minimal. Therefore it was also established that matter and energy (signified by M and E ) are basically the same, and one can transform into the other. In addition, from the universally constant speed of light (signified as C) and the rate of change of mass, energy etc. relative to the change in speed of any matter.

Einstein established a qualitative relationship of mass and energy – and its accuracy was later confirmed through the terrible experience of the atom (uranium) and hydrogen bombs. Another strange but infallible relationship is the combination between mass (M) and energy (E) which is described by the famous universal constant speed of light (C). In brief, the relatively stable and extremely limited state of the energy of matter and the comparatively unstable and widely spread state of matter, and the two combine into that mysterious constant speed of light.

In the case of gravitational force any moving matter can never travel in a straight line; it has to take a curved path to move from one point to another point. In such an event then there is no such thing as absolute space. This is because the geometric formations of space light also has matter, a ray of light will get slightly curved under gravitational pull. In addition, time is also influenced by gravity. The velocity of light and the frequency (or wave length) of a particular or specific coloured light proved a new theory relating to time.

The frequency of light emitted from a point or source of extreme gravitational force is reduced, meaning its wave-length gets red-shifted, and the light becomes more reddish. The influence of gravity the time beats will become slower in everything. The measurement of everything, vibration of light, movement of clock, heartbeats of a living body, will reduce, even if by a small measure.

It is not very clear how much influence the Quantum Theory from the second stage of new physics had on 'Hajabarala'. But in my own view, there are some instances where the fine traces of this theory are intermingled with the relativity-influenced imagination of Sukumar making him more glorious or majestic. The main idea of the Quantum Theory which Max Planck published in 1900 was – all forms of force (whose nature was so far known to be like waves) are not dispersed in an alienated manner but as a stream of scattered particles or quantum of force. This means light has a minimal quanta this is known as Planck's constant 'h' and remains an inseparable part of physics. Any quantity of light-force is a multiple of this minimal quantum, every coloured light has the same velocity, but the frequencies of different coloured lights differ, and the greater the frequency the shorter is the wavelength. And the force of a quanta of light increases with its frequency.

This theory confirmed the 200 year old hazy picture given by Newton on the nature of light; Planck's new theory established the view so far considered impossible, that the nature of light waves is clearly a very small particle form. In addition, Planck's constant 'h' established the undisputed relationship between the frequency of any light (which in the case of visible light is dependent on its colour) and its force. The research by Einstein on Photo-electric Effect in 1905 further advanced this theory.

According to knowledge available at the time Thomson had already in 1895 found the mass of the smallest molecule having only one negative electric-charge electron. In 1912 Rutherford proved that all the positive charges of an atom are integrated in its nucleus. In 1913 Niels Bohr gave a picture of the atom. According to this around the point of the positive charge there are groups of electrons, the orbit-like electrons are going around in the Sun, and whenever an electron moves from one orbit to another (either nearer or farther) its gains or loses one quanta of force. Much later in 1924 (about one year after the death of Sukumar Ray) the collective views of a number of world-renowned scientists proved that just as Planck had discovered that light had a wavelength similarly a wavelength connected with each electron or other basic atoms.

Finally it was seen from the Uncertainty Principle of Heisenberg that even with most accurate observation it is not possible to measure with certainty the speed, position etc. at any point of time of a particular electron. In the matter of these unique measurements of the molecules science had to move from 'certainity' and take shelter under 'probability'.

Universal Wonder of the Handkerchief, Cat and 'Chandrabindu'

We shall now see how these various spectrum of mystery-ideas based on the new scientific theories are reflected in the kaleidoscope of fantasy-dreams in 'Hajabarala'. With a little attention we shall see how this wonderful illusion of nonsense has been composed based on a deep understanding of difficult and complex scientific theories. In the stories relating to Alice the scientist turned writer and developer of science, it has been developed that in the span of 'Hajabarala' the writer has transported us to the world of the impossible within an instant. The handkerchief suddenly called out 'Meow', and we see that the fine white handkerchief has turned into a fat red cat. In answer to the boy's gasp of wonder the cat said; "what's the problem? There was an egg, and it becomes cackling duck — this is happening all the time."

"Meaning, here the handkerchief was there as a small article and in a flash it (in an illusion of Theory of Relativity) becomes a fat red cat.

That is, the collection of energy or force — which has expanded into something many times
The next part of the statement has a finer reflection of the mathematical form of that theory. It is the boy's question, the cat tells him, "you can call me a cat, or also a handkerchief." That is, the fundamental difference we had so far known between matter and energy now becomes meaningless. Therefore, you call matter as handkerchief and also its other form energy (cat). According to the new science, the two are different forms of the same thing. You can call it \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) (point sign encircled by half-circle). What is \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \)?

The introduction of this word or term is the most notable amongst all the bright expressions created by Sukumar.

"Neither a vowel nor a consonant, this nearly intangible letter \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) is the mysterious universally constant speed of light. This speed \( c \) is a matter, the connection between the mutual transformation of mass \( (m) \) and energy \( (e) \). Multiplying the handkerchief by the square of \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) gives the cat \( (mc^2) \) and dividing the cat by the square of \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) gives the handkerchief \( (E/c) \), \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) in common is the transformation of the handkerchief and the cat, we get the statement, "You can call me a cat, or a handkerchief or \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) of \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \), or \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) of cat and \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) of handkerchief gives 'chasma' - (spectacle)."

There is a combination of science and non-sense in this, the sudden introduction of the word 'chasma' creates a variety of curiosity; again, 'chasma' represents or symbolises the new idea on relativity through which one can understand the deep inter-relationship between \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \), cat and handkerchief.

Then comes the story about going to Tibet. Through this, we get a colourful hint about the mystery lies not in going to Tibet, but 'in the straight path' leading to Tibet. Like the thrilling new character found by gravity in Einstein's General Theory of Relativity. It is not necessary to get unduly confused by shotgun with it. The speed of light is in itself so enormous that it is not necessary to get unduly worked up wanting to know why talk about going to Tibet, leaving aside so many other places. Because in this world of aimless travel of fancy it is not necessary that each word will have a meaning relating to theory; in this oppressive heat we cannot even use the handkerchief, which has become a cat, to wipe our face; hence, naturally, "Why not go to Tibet."

The mystery lies not in going to Tibet, but 'in the straight path' leading to Tibet. Like the cat the straight path is, 'Calcatta, Diamond Harbour, Ranaghat and then Tibet.' What can be more strange and mysterious than this? But behind this there is the new view about the path of travel of mass of material moving fast through centre of gravity. This is that in a space-time-field a vast mass of matter creates a kind of aberration or deviation; as a result its geometric form changes and all the paths become curved or crooked line -- just like an ellipsis. If the shortest path between two points is not a straight line but a curved line, and a distance of an hour and a quarter -- this indicates a state of great velocity in the case of all matter moving under gravity (the earth is going round the sun at a velocity of nearly twenty miles every second).

Then comes the \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}}\text{-\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) (arboreal elder brother). The instantaneous picture of \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}}\text{-\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) [Be the obvious and bizarre form in \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}}\text{-\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \)] is a change or disorder or entropy has raised waves of both curiosity and mystery in the minds of hundreds of readers and writers. We see that two particular qualities of this ever-absent and unseen \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}}\text{-\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) are becoming clearly evident. First, only he can give the correct and unflawed clue to the strange round-about way (meaning the accelerated curved path of a moving matter in a state of gravity) to Tibet. Second, the absolute uncertainty about his own mysterious movements and condition or state. We can now ask, 'Then in this situation who is this who can only give the correct path of movement by applying the field equations of his General Theory of Relativity. Similarly, he is the symbol of accelerated non-uniform motion; therefore, it is so difficult to know his correct whereabouts. From the motion-related system of Special Theory of Relativity it is possible to get full details of individual aspects (mass, location, length, time, or rhythm etc.) of this. Further, if the space-time field gets curved under the influence of gravity then the path of motion of this matter becomes more complicated. \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}}\text{-\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) is the symbol of the mystery of this new mechanics. In addition, there is the stamp of uncertainty of the movement and state of an electron in this ever-absconding and elusive nature of \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}}\text{-\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \). According to the views of Niels Bohr, known in 1937 an electron rotating around the nucleus continuously moves between different cell-paths. But the running around of \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}}\text{-\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \) has cast a shadow on this view about the electron. I personally hold the view that there is an indication of more advanced thinking in this uncertain state of \( \text{\textit{\`h\`a\`s\`a\`m\`a}}\text{-\`s\`a\`m\`a}} \). 'Hajabarala' was written around mid-1928. The first indications of Quantum mechanics or wave mechanics and the uncertainty principle of Niels Bohr came particularly complex and uncertain:

I asked, "Then how do you manage to meet?" The cat said, "It's very troublesome. First I have to calculate the places where Dada is not present; then I have to determine the places where he could be; and then I have to see where he is at that time. Then I have to see if I reach that place as calculated, where Dada will move to by that time. Then I have to see if..."
Here we will discuss the formation of the main theories, leaving out the ones which are comparatively less important. But before an influence of a basic point of relativity. New data has shown us without fail that nothing can have an absolute permanent measure - mass, length, time, everything changes with velocity. Hence an absolute statement like 'two times seven is fourteen' is no longer acceptable.

When this item with a value of 'seven' is doubled it is not possible to get the result correctly without knowing its velocity at that time. 'I' has seen this seven as something stable and constant; but the relativist crowd is seeing him as constantly moving, because nothing is stable in the universe; everything has expressed its forms of different relativity, and this has been expressed in a fantasised form by 'ðÒ±hÂ'

The Illusion of the Green

We know that the square root of any negative number is an imaginary number, and hence in the case of the matter travelling at super-velocity both its mass and length become imaginary numbers; meaning it is a result of travelling at a velocity near the constant velocity of light. FitzGerald Contraction is a result of this. An absolute statement like 'two times seven is fourteen' is no longer acceptable.

Beyond the Limits of Light

In this context I am reminded of a story about an American gentleman. One day on a busy street a gentleman with ruffled hairs was walking slowly absentmindedly, as if he was totally oblivious of his immediate surroundings. Seeing this strange person, two boys wanted to have some fun and asked him, "Old man, does two and two make four?" The dreamy eyes of the gentleman suddenly brightened. He smiled a bit and said, "Yes, if they are not in motion." The gentleman was Einstein himself.

Just like smart Fisk was moving his sword at (nearly) lightning speed reducing it to a disk, similarly our (perhaps at one time four arms length) old man has certainly reduced in size due to great speed and contracted to one and a half arms length. But from further observation it seems not at all straight, but quite complicated. On the one hand he is very old, his head is totally bald, but his beard running down to his feet is coloured green, signifying youth; therefore he is old and also young, and shortly we will see that his present age is thirteen.

This strange contradiction means sometimes he moves at a speed less than that of light, and this takes him forward, towards old age; but at other times he moves at super-luminal speed which takes him backwards, towards young age. For this reason we see the strange combination of old age and youth in his appearance.

Then comes the extremely funny or curious conversation between the child-narrator and that young but old man which deeply reflects the gist of the amazing inventions of new science and the far reaching inferences. The Relativistic system of the old man did not realise the existence of the young boy. When he did realise, he whirled round a few times and faced him. Meaning thereby he increased his rotation to reduce somewhat his high speed or velocity to bring the boy within a manageable observation range. He then examined the foreign system of the boy using various instruments.

First, he observed with a hookah-telescope, then he brought out some coloured glasses from his pocket and saw him through these repeatedly. Those glasses signify the spectro-scope, with which he analyses the spectrum of light of 'I' and using the Doppler effect started calculating his constituents, structure, velocity, time, rhythm (age-related) and whether at that particular velocity he is coming closer or moving farther away etc. Then from somewhere he produced an old measuring tape used by tailors and started measuring calling out - "Height 26 inches, arms length 26 inches, wrist 26 inches, neck 26 inches."

It seems, two significant principles are expressed through this faultless description. First, in the measurements of the boy the old man is travelling at a velocity near that of light and following the infallible principle of Relativity his height has reduced to only one and a half arm length. He reminds us of that hurriedly conceived character Fisk -

The young fellow named Fisk
Whose fencing was exceedingly brisk
So fast was his action
The FitzGerald Contraction
Reduced his Rapier to a disk.

There was a young fellow named Fisk
Whose fencing was exceedingly brisk
So fast was his action
The FitzGerald Contraction
Reduced his Rapier to a disk.

But the ideas about his other conditions are more hazy. For example, about his mass and length. In the measurements of light then the mass of any man will become infinitely small. Then what will happen if velocity increases further? Again when it reaches the velocity of light its length will become zero. So what will happen to its length if velocity increases further.

According to mathematics, we see here that to determine the mass we have to divide by the square root of a negative number, and to determine the length we have to multiply by the square root of that negative number.

We know that the square root of any negative number is an imaginary number, and hence in the case of the matter travelling at super-velocity both its mass and length become imaginary numbers, meaning it cannot be calculated in reality. This world of super-luminal velocity, a world of thrilling imagination which can be reached by using the infallible arguments of science, there Sukumar Roy in his kaleidoscopic writings about "Udho, Budho, Kakeswar and it has given a whimsical imaginative scientific colour none of which can be entirely reconciled with scientific theorems.

The Illusion of the Green 'Datta' (Sir)

Here we will discuss the formation of the main theories, leaving out the ones which are comparatively less important. First let us look at the way the first old man appeared on the scene. "About this time something slipped out of a hole in the tree and fell to the ground. I find its an old man, an arm and a half in length, with a green coloured beard running down to his feet, a hookah in hand but without a holder, head completely bald and somebody writing something on it with a chalk."

The height of the old man is one and a half arm length. This should first indicate that as a result of travelling at a velocity near that of light and following the infallible principle of Relativity his height has reduced to only one and a half arm length. He reminds us of that hurriedly conceived character Fisk -

There was a young fellow named Fisk
Whose fencing was exceedingly brisk
So fast was his action
The FitzGerald Contraction
Reduced his Rapier to a disk.

FitzGerald Contraction
Reduced his Rapier to a disk.

Just like smart Fisk was moving his sword at (nearly) lightning speed reducing it to a disk, similarly our (perhaps at one time four arms length) old man has certainly reduced in size due to great speed and contracted to one and a half arms length. But from further observation it seems not at all straight, but quite complicated. On the one hand he is very old, his head is totally bald, but his beard running down to his feet is coloured green, signifying youth; therefore he is old and also young, and shortly we will see that his present age is thirteen.

This strange contradiction means sometimes he moves at a speed less than that of light, and this takes him forward, towards old age; but at other times he moves at super-luminal speed which takes him backwards, towards young age. For this reason we see the strange combination of old age and youth in his appearance.
Hence, (in the eyes of the old man) the boy travelling at supra-luminal speed always 26 inches in a second. The accountant of this magical world, he will naturally present his accounts of deposits and expenses. The old man earlier told us the boy weighed two and a half seers. But why call it a 'deposit'? The answer is a bit complicated, but can be understood. In the world of Relativity with extreme velocities there can be two kinds of speed of travel, subluminal and supra-luminal. At a particular superluminal or subluminal speed he will be going from the past towards future, or from lower to higher age, and if he is travelling at supraluminal speed exactly the opposite should happen. Meaning he should move from the future to the past, or from old age to youth. 37 years is the age on one side, but 'I' says his age is 37. This is the result of the first question of the crow, perhaps this is the only sign of relative stability. That is 7 and 7 is 14 at that instant when the two of them are mutually not moving. It seems, other than this only relative motionless item, all the other items in the account are connected with the extreme velocity of the World of Relativity. That the measurement of length is also time dependent, the time, the length and the money connected, has been displayed in the strange account item age is 26 inches; we have already seen that according to the old man the boy is 26 inches in length.

But how can 26 inches be the age? In this calculation, a matter of a particular length, travelling at a particular superluminal or subluminal velocity at a particular time can have a length of 26 inches. Hence measurement of length can also be the measurement of time simultaneously. Then 'deposit two and a half seers', 'expense 37 years'. When the crow is the accountant of this magical world, he will naturally present his accounts of deposits and expenses. The old man earlier told us the boy weighed two and a half seers. But why call it a 'deposit'? The answer is a bit complicated, but can be understood. In the world of Relativity with extreme velocities there can be two kinds of speed of travel.

First, steadily increase towards the velocity of light – and as a result weight (mass) will steadily increase, i.e. will be deposited, and time will be expended, but at a steadily reduced rate. This is because as speed increases, correspondingly the velocity of time will reduce. And the second will be starting from the velocity of light gradually move towards supraluminal velocity – as a result weight will move from infinite to zero and time starting from being static will steadily increase. But in the case of this supraluminal travel everything will be considered from the reverse direction, that is from the moment of passing the velocity of light and going into supraluminal velocity.

According to this, in the eyes of the old man 'I' 37 years is travelling at supraluminal velocity,
or he has expanded 37 years, and as a result he is steadily reducing from his infinite state and at this moment his 'deposit' or mass has become two and a half seers. These deep and complicated principles (and in 1922 there were not many people in the world who understand these) have developed as some comical forms of utter nonsense through the mind of Sukumar.

"Patla" versus 'Huko'

After this, crossing the humorous intermission of the adulterated three digit decimal arithmetic accounts diluted with water (connected with some social satire) Sukumar has presented before us the master stroke of his scientific dreams. He has again very easily taken us to the strange dreamland of Relativity, without weakening the threads of the story in any way. After getting the money the crow in happiness started dancing making noises like a drum "'Tak dumadum, Tak dumadum';" immediately our young-old man 'Udho' thought he was making fun of him and shouted "'Again you are saying Baldy (Tak)'?" and called out to Budho, the invisible owner of that voice in the tree-hole.

Without doubt the aim was a serious punishment for the crow. As a result of the call, "A big bundle-like object fell out of the tree-hole on to the ground. I see its an old man under a big bundle throwing at the people. That means something really bad has happened."

Meaning, he also like our expert with the hookah, is a one and a half arm length, bald, green-bearded young-old man. That is, Budho like Udho is a relativistic space traveller. They travel alternately at superluminal and subluminal velocity and in turns become old and young, short and tall, heavy and light. We also see, at present both are in the same condition; otherwise how can their features be exactly similar? But the second thing looks odd. "The old man is under a huge bundle and throwing around his hands and feet." What is that bundle attached to the old man, and why? 'Udho' has no such bundle. It seems, the bundle of Budho is relativistic mass, meaning the mass of any matter travelling near the velocity of light (one fourth or more) increases appreciably, becomes an insuperable barrier. Budho has experienced an increase in mass having travelling at such a velocity, and he is struggling under the bundle of this excess mass. Then arises, why does 'Udho' not have a similar bundle? That is because 'Udho' is travelling towards the velocity of light, he is going past it at superluminal velocity. By travelling like this at superluminal velocity mass and age goes down and length increases. Here the writer has taken his whimsical fantasy inclined by Relativity to its extreme limit. And we notice the sentiment that the indications and behaviour of the superluminal traveller are all present in Sukumar's 'Habajabala', which the leading scientists are today talking about the existence of the superluminal molecule tachyon.

Two relativistic space traveller Udho and Budho are continuously travelling away from one another like two shuttles. When one is going at superluminal velocity in the opposite direction, and midway while crossing one another they see 'l' with his eyes of wonder. The bundle of mass on the neck of Budho is a sign that he is gradually becoming shorter and rounder; similarly the long, narrow hookah held by Udho is a sign of his gradually becoming slim and tall. This is due to their continuous travelling at superluminal velocity.

Meaning, at this moment, one is moving from past to future, and the other is coming from the future towards the past; the length of one is becoming shorter and the other is becoming longer; the mass of one is increasing from zero towards infinity, and the mass of the other is decreasing from infinity towards zero. Midway the writer has chosen a point for them to meet and converge. Here where the different coordinates of their relative features have made their appearances the same. But the difference in the hookah and the bundle indicates a major difference in the direction and quantum of their relativistic motion.

The Struggle with Age

Then we have the hand movement as if the old man is saying "I have got the hookah and the bundle." Budho and Udho come in and cry, "Oh, the load of Budho has been taken by Udho. Udho has been running away with it."

The big bundle or relativistic mass connected with high but subluminal velocity is moving towards the opposite way. Udho was earlier in that situation, when he was gradually becoming heavier and shorter. He must have wanted to increase his velocity to faster than light, reverse the situation and go to towards the past, meaning towards lower age also and improved his figure to being lighter and more slim. Therefore, when they met during their travels, somehow he could shift the relativistic load on to Budho. Probably Budho also did not object. He may have been looking for an opportunity to go at superluminal velocity towards youth and lose excess weight. That is what he achieved.

But in the meantime, Udho without his load was travelling at superluminal speed, reached 13 years and two and a half seers, got fed up and wanted to return towards future. But for this he had to get back the relativistic mass. Hence he wanted it back from Budho. But now Budho will not agree. Probably he is now obsessed he has to reach the velocity of light, and therefore he wants to cling to the heavy load, though its very uncomfortable.

"Within a moment I see a struggle." "One is struggling for the bundle and the other is not." "With a moment I see the struggle." "Both are there, but Budho does not agree? Further, "There are daily struggles." Does this mean the drama of their fights goes on regularly.

The situation as is now reverse. The condition of Udho and Budho are again interchanging. Udho is now on the ground passing, meaning the relativistic mass again joined to him and he is again being heavier and slower. On the contrary, Budho is going towards the past at superluminal velocity. But as a result of the exchange of loads the resultant basic change in their conditions somehow confused the relativistic connection between Udho and Budho.

And this is bound to happen, because having retrieved the load Udho made an about turn towards the future, and consequently the sudden loss of load by Budho hurled him towards the past at superluminal velocity. As a result of speed, direction, mass, length, time-rhythm, everything changing within a moment, it seemed as if Udho and Budho lost one another at that moment. The hookah fell out of the tree-hole, "Oh, my dear Budho, where have you disappeared now?" And simultaneously, Udho started crying, "Oh my goodness, what has happened to our Budho."

After this there is no scientific relevance to their embracing one another and crying together. But crossing the humorous ending of this mystical drama and at the same time ending this mysterious disappearance of the one of the invisible interior of the tree. The cheshire cat of Alice, whose body disappeared but the laugh lingers on, had also shown up on the branch of the tree where the ever-elusive 'ÎáËå±ð±ð±' (with his wife) lived. Kakkeswar had shown the magic of his accounts sitting on the tree. Udho and Budho had both come into our sight after emerging from the invisible interior of the tree and now they have again disappeared.
First every incident every image has a touch of a wonderful impossible which raises in the mind a shiver of both humour and mystery. Second, these impossible incidents or images have appeared in a sequence of impossibles. In this world all incidents flow of definite mutual cause and effect relationship. Here the impossible incidents have come up one after the other in a current of the logic of the impossible.

We have not been able imagine at any time what form one stage will take after another, but when it does come it appears with such a new and definite appropriateness that it has been seen as totally logical in that situation. We have probably not seen anywhere else the high level of excellence indicated by this easy movement in the dreamland world “subject to other rules” by turning reality into imaginary situations.

But we can never forget that all the results of the perceptions of man is based on reality. No matter how much a writing is full of fantasies, based on dreams, or tends to be unrealistic, in the ultimate reckoning it will be seen that there is an effect of some reality behind that fantasy or dream or apparently unrealistic. Therefore there has to be even a distant basis to a composition of nonsense. I have said earlier, the writer himself had referred to it as simple nonsense, but the most successful verses of 'Abol Tabol' reflect the incisive insight of the author on the social environment prevailing at the time.

In overall consideration on ‘Hajabarala’ also clarifies this fact. The second part of the book, i.e. ‘Hijj-bijj-bij’, Byakaran Singh and from the beginning of ‘Nara’ to his hanging for seven days and order for 7 days in jail – it is clear as daylight that the whole thing is a beautiful comic on our highly respected judicial system. Here fantasy of nonsense and humour has shown up, in the language of fantasy in equal and opposite reaction. The connection between reality and nonsense is much clearer here than in many other cases, and in places is so concealed that we do not feel its presence if we do not feel its finest tremor. But whether clear or concealed its connection with reality is always there. Not only that, the lifelike effect of this composition of nonsense, the intensity and stability of its appeal to the sensitive reader large depends on this implied connection with his conscious mind. To my mind this is particularly true about, Sukumar, the supreme writer of fantasy.

In the first part of ‘Hajabarala’, which we have discussed, we find another kind of reality, the result of the amazing actions of new science of that period. As in the second part, here also the wonderful work of humour could not have been possible without the amazing clarity and realism of the real consciousness. But there can be other connections on the overall structure of ‘Hajabarala’: what is the connection between the science-based humorous compositions in the first part and the social satires of the last part? Why are two different subjects dealt with in the same book.

It is likely that the reason for this combination is that in the last stages of his life (he was bedridden with a serious illness) Sukumar’s mind was deeply affected by the innate contradictions and self-conflicts in the world around him and in life. His poems in ‘Abol Tabol’, stories like ‘Dighanchu’ and plays like ‘Lakshner Shakhtishal’ give numerous indications of the strange and unbelievable turmoil present in the conscience and lifestyle of the civilised people of our country. But the description of the assembly of justice in the last part of ‘Hajabarala’ reflects his sharp and firm consciousness about the strange lack of justice in this society. There is an extreme contradiction in the very core of this society, a society known to be so civilised and well organised. There is an amazing contradiction between appearance and reality.

No authoritative text of the Carvaka philosophy has survived. We have only a few fragments quoted by others (mostly opponents). They consist of three kinds of material: (a) aphorisms, (b) phrases or sentences from the commentaries of those philosophers, and (c) a number of epigrams satirizing the belief in rebirth, the existence of after-life, sacrificial rites and their efficacy, etc. Most of these verses are found in Sayana-Madhava’s fourteenth-century philosophical digest, Sarva-darsana-samgraha. Some others are quoted in various sources.

Many of these fragments have already been collected and translated into a number of Indian and European languages. A few, however, seem to have escaped the notice of the compilers. We give below five such specimens which have an unmistakable Carvaka/Lokayatikaring. Although there is no way from these fragments to know the compiler, we will be able to know the Carvaka ideolo...
Indeed, who will deny the validity of inference when one infers fire from smoke, and so on; for even ordinary people ascertain the probandum (sadhya) by such inference, though they may not be vexed by the logicians.

2. However, inferences that seek to prove a self, God, and omniscient being, the after-world (parakalpa), and so on, are not considered valid by those who know the real nature of things (satttvaradhita).

3. Simple-minded people cannot derive the knowledge of the probandum by such inferences, so long as their mind is not vitiated by cunning logicians (vita-tarkikah). One of the charges brought against the Carvaka-s is that they do not believe in any kind of inference (anumana), perception (pratyaksha) alone is admitted by them as the only and only means of valid knowledge (pramana). The verses quoted above show how misconceived the complaint is. The Carvaka-s did believe in the efficacy of inference in matters of everyday life. They were, however, opposed to extending it to unperceived and imperceptible objects, such as God, the after-world, etc. Inferential knowledge, the believed, should be confined to perceptible objects which can be verified whenever one needs to do so. But inference drawn scriptures and not preceded by perception are to be treated as invalid.

The two fragments that follow may appear to be rather difficult to the uninitiated reader. The issue again is the validity of inference. The Carvaka-s, we have seen, had no objection to lokaprasidhha hetu-s (reasons well established among the people), such as, 'Wherever there is smoke, there is fire.' But there is another question. Even if in hundreds of instances the consistence of smoke and fire is perceived, can it be said that there is an invariable relationship between them? The Carvaka-s, like the modern logicians, did not believe in absence, or the application of the two methods together could lead to any universally valid conclusion. These methods cannot be regarded either as a method of discovery or as a method of proof. Hence, the Carvaka-s would not accept inference as a means of valid knowledge. Such a means, they said, should be primary (aguna), independent of any other means. Inference, on the other hand, is dependant upon perception. Thus is why they refused to accept anumana as a pramana. The prefix, anu suggests, among other things, 'after', 'subordinate to', 'under' whereas the other prefix, pra denotes primary (prathama).

The Carvaka-s, then, were opposed not only to the validity of inferences drawn from scriptures or verifiable objects, they denied that casual relations can be proved by mere observation, either by the method of agreement, or that of difference, or that of both. The verse quoted below points out the limitations of all inferences: 'If the particular is to be inferred then there is the absence of invariable concomitants, if of the universal, it is setting out to prove what is already known. In this mire of vanquished inference are floundering the disartisan philosophers.'

This reading is found in the work of a Mimamsaka philosopher, Parthasarathi Misra (eleventh century CE). A variant reading of this verse is found in the Nyaya-manjari by Jayanta Bhatta. It ends as follows: 'How can, therefore, one talk about inference (as a source of valid knowledge)?' The verse also occurs (fully or partly) in nearly a dozen sources. Everywhere it is implicitly attributed to the Carvaka-s.

The verse that follows adduces another reason why inference is not acceptable: Moreover it is easily possible to find, in all cases, that one’s inference is contradicted either by a probans (hetu) which nullifies one’s own thesis, or by a probans which is an invariable opposite.

This verse is quoted in two sources, first in the Nyaya-manjari (see above) and in the work of a Jain philosopher, Vaddadeva Suri (eleventh-twelfth centuries) with a little variation in the second line. Most probably the latter quoted the verse from the former’s work.

Notes and References
1. For details of such sources see "Fire More Barhapisyas Fragments", Indian Skeptic, Vol.12, No.4, August 1999.
2. See Karl H. Potter, Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, Vol.1, New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass, 1995, Section 1, passim; Section 2, pp. 902-905.
3. For a reconstruction, see my article, "What did the Carvaka mean by ‘Subkham Jivet’?", Indian Skeptic, Vol.11, No. 12, April 1999, pp.4-8.
5. For a detailed discussion, see my article, "The Parable of the Wolf’s Footprints", Indian Skeptic, Vol.12, No.1, May 1999, pp.31-36.
7. There is a Carvaka fragment which says: "It is a very difficult to have an ascertainment regarding an object through inference." See my article, "Paurandaresvar Revisited", Journal of Indian Philosophy (Dordrecht), Vol.27, No. 10, September 1999, pp.489.
10. The sources range from the ninth century to the twentieth and include authors of Brahminical, Jain and Buddhist persuasions.
based on just distribution of resources that we could liberate science from the hands of the profit-seeking few.

No doubt, modern science "is the creation of the bourgeoisie" and it has helped the bourgeois-capitalist mode of production to displace the feudal. But it must also be noted that science is not the monopoly of the bourgeoisie. In fact, the freedom of science from servitude to the capitalist mode of production is the only way to benefit all mankind. Kosambi observes:

He [the scientist] belongs to the forefront of the great tradition by which mankind raised itself above the beasts, first gathering and storing, then growing its own food; finding sources of energy outside its muscular efforts in the taming of fire, harnessing animals, wind, water, electricity and the atomic nucleus. But if he serves the class that grows food scientifically and then dumps it in the ocean while millions starve all over the world, if he believes that the world is overpopulated and the atom-bomb a blessing that will perpetuate his own comfort, he is moving in a retrograde orbit, on a level no beast could achieve, a level below that of a tribal witch-doctor.

It is with this attitude towards science that Kosambi approaches problems ranging from religious to socio-political. Commenting on the social aspects of religion, he suggests:

The panchang almanac sells by the hundred thousands all over the country, each area having one or more of its own. Their very existence must be turned to good use by inserting useful information: first aid hygiene, element of legal rights for the citizen, possibilities of getting aid from sources other than the blood-sucking money lenders in time of need, and so on. Let the planets stay, and give their positions by all means; but make the traditional almanac into a really useful educational document.

This, at once, proves that Kosambi was a practical socialist, not a utopian thinker.

Regarding the question of population control too, Kosambi's opinion remains noteworthy. Perceiving the socio-economic necessity of producing children (means of subsistence for poor parents in their advanced years), Kosambi remarks, "population control will be successful only if people are convinced that there would be enough for them to live on in their old age even if they have no children." The improvements in living conditions, by doing away with the prevalent exploitative system, would also ensure the removal of social evils like drunkenness, prostitution and theft.

Kosambi, in his characteristic manner, provides an insight into the workings of imperialism as well. "The crooked roots of imperialism", he maintains, "lie deep in the need for profits and ever more profits - for the benefit of a few monopolists." It is for their profit that the imperialists wage wars and thereby exploit science. This is why huge amounts of money is spent on secret atomic research and in producing weapons of mass destruction. If the entire humanity is to be saved from the war-mongering profiteers and peace and true democracy are to be established in the world, Kosambi advocates:

We have to make clear to the common people of the world that any aggression anywhere is, in the last analysis, war against them. We have to tell them not to be misled by the familiar but insidious whisper: "Things were better when we had a war-peddler saying to his victim: "See how much better it was for you when you had the drug than when you sobered up afterwards. Buy another dose." The real problem is how to straighten out our thinking and to change our economy, to transfer control of all production to society as a whole. Only then can we have real democracy and lasting peace.

Kosambi not only talked on general issues in abstract terms but also offered definite solutions to concrete problems. But here again, it was his general approach that informed his specific suggestion. What is significant is that Kosambi never ignored the economic condition prevailing in contemporary India. Instead of blindly following the models propagated by the developed western countries, he was in favour of exploiting local conditions to bring about development. Thus, in place of using atomic energy, he offers the alternative plan of using solar energy in India, at least in certain spheres. He reminds:

This has the defect of being irregular, but can be put to uses where regularity is not in demand. For example, pumps for irrigation, of 5 to 10 horse-power capacity, run by solar energy would help our agriculture immensely. This would not need centralised administration and a fantastically top heavy basic establishment. If mass-produced, the pumps would be cheap; their fuel cost nothing at all and the irrigation they provide would be a real god-send. Maintenance would be easy and would also help mechanise the population in the most backward countries. Similarly for cooking by solar energy. This will not only save such fuel as oil, but (in most of our lands) the firewood thus saved means reforestation on a countryside now denuded. Without such reforestation, no real agricultural reform is possible as we all know.

Besides, Kosambi chalks out plans for cashew plantations, coconut-related researches and construction of many small dams instead of a big one.

Soviet science was a model for Kosambi since the Soviet scientists worked for the increase of production and not for the increase of profit regardless of who was fed and who was not. It was certainly a result of long-term planning and co-operation. He was of the opinion that an underdeveloped country like India had much to learn from the scientific experiments carried out in the USSR, particularly in the fields of engineering, geology, researches in medical science, surgery and pure mathematics.

Kosambi's attitude to science was never solely technical. In fact, he showed genuine awareness of the integration between science and society, particularly in respect of underdeveloped countries like India. Marxism provided him with a worldview that promotes happiness and freedom for the maximum number of people. Kosambi believed that fighting relentlessly for a society in which science can be used for the welfare of the toiling masses is the surest way to achieve this end.
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There lies the heat of summer on your cheek's lovely art:
There lies the cold of winter Within your little heart.
That will change, beloved, The end not as the start! Winter on your cheek then, Summer in your heart.

[Buch Der Liedu : Lyrisches Intermezzo :'Es lieght der heisse Sommer']
On two Types of Conditioned Reflex

J. Konorski and S. Miller (1937)

First Published in Journal of General Psychology, 16, 264-272

Skinner's paper on two types of conditioned reflex (15) is of considerable interest as an attempt to introduce [sic] more clarity and precision than has been formerly done into that old often discussed topic of conditioned reflex. In his paper, which is based on his former experimental findings (10,11,12,13) and on certain theoretical considerations of his own concerning general nature of the reflex (9,14), Skinner gives two following paradigms [in which S=stimulus, R=response, (S-R) = reflex] (9,14), (S-R) = reflex .... is followed by).

Given such a sequence, conditioning occurs as a change in strength of (S0-R0): an increase in (A) and a decrease in (B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type – I</th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>F0</th>
<th>Salivation, Eating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lever</td>
<td>Pressing</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>Shokk</td>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
<td>Emotional Change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type – II</th>
<th>S'</th>
<th>F'</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(C,D)</td>
<td>Light (Not Important)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Salivation, (Eating)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Shock</td>
<td>Flexion, Emotional Change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is quite obvious that while Type II corresponds to the ordinary Pavlovian conditioned reflex, Type I (and the appropriate "pseudo-type") represents a phenomenon of habit formation by the method of "prize and punishment." The problem of the relation between the two the author solves in the following way. Though habit can be classified as a conditioned reflex, it is of a different type from the classical one, and it is hardly possible (p.265) to reduce the two to one type – too many important differences separate them.

The expressing of habit formation as a distinct form of conditioned reflex is, naturally, of prime importance, so much more in view of a frequent tendency to state in merely general terms the identification of habits with conditioned reflexes, or to proclaim such an identification as a program. The drawing up of an exact fundamental pattern lays a foundation for future research and makes it possible to investigate habits according to their basic properties. It constitutes a procedure similar to the methods employed by the school of Pavlov. It is, therefore, most important to consider this paper with the utmost care and accuracy and it is merely possible (p.265) to reduce the two to one type – too many important differences separate them.

To bring out the fallacy in Skinner's way of conceiving the structure of the new type of conditioned reflex, let us consider the following experiment. As a primary reflex S0-R0, let us choose, instead of Skinner's investigatory reflex used by Skinner, a more simple one – the pressing of a lever upon seeing a light. The above result will indicate the establishment of a new reflex S'G-R0.
How should Skinner classify this reflex?

He could not identify it as his true reflex of the new type, since there is no increase of strength in the new reflex S

1

The primary reflex, S

1

- R

1

, does not grow in strength, but subsides. In the new type, the stimulus, S

1

, is replaced by a new stimulus, S

2

. This amounts to saying that an entirely new reflex, S

2

- R

2

, is established.

What could have caused Skinner's erroneous interpretation, which at first glance seemed to fit facts so easily? The error, it seems, is due to his fundamental experiments not being quite happily chosen. The lever in his experiments played a double role. On one hand, it is S

0

, as far as it elicits an investigatory responder R

0

(pressing). On the other hand, it is also a prominent component of the whole experimental situation, S

0

. Since the true mechanism of the new type of conditioned reflex can be described, as we have shown, in the replacement of S

0

by S

1

, Skinner's experiments could not have noticed, since S

0

and S

1

were not represented by the same object. The only effect he could have recorded was an increase in frequency of pressing the lever, a fact which he erroneously attributed to the increase in strength of the investigatory reflex. The frequency is quite natural if we recognize that any investigatory reflex, on account of its general property to become easily extinguished, is normally displayed rather rarely, while the new reflex, S

2

- R

2

, if reinforced by food, shows continued existence.

It is to be pointed out that the stimulus, S

1

, plays only a subsidiary role in the formation of a conditioned reflex of the new type. It serves only to bring about the response, R

1

, and once the connection, S

1

- R

1

, is established, it loses any further experimental significance. What is more, the movement, R

1

, may be brought about not necessarily by way of reaction to some stimulus, but simply by mechanical means, e.g., when the experimenter lifts a dog's leg (2).

It would be of interest to mention here one of our experiments analogous to those of Skinner (4). In that experiment the passive striking with a dog's leg at a lever has been used as a movement in relation to the lever displaced none of the reflexes and never would have come to the point of striking the lever, had not this been artificially brought about. After reinforcing this passive movement by food, we brought it about that the dog started to strike the lever by himself. There the lever acted exclusively as a prominent part of the stimulus, S

1

. The stimulus, S

1

, was entirely lacking, since the movement, R

1

, was passive.

It is not our task to present here the full mechanism of the formation of conditioned reflexes of the new type. This matter has been discussed by us elsewhere (4,7). We shall confine our-
A central theme in Pavlov's first public discussion of conditioning, which we are commemorating here, was that the purpose of conditioning was to allow the animal's behavior to reflect accurately the world in which it had to function.

This simplification, however, has no practical consequence for the experiments of the kind conducted by Skinner, S2 being there almost wholly identical with S1. In experiments similar to those with electrical shock, S1 ought to be made sufficiently weak to be prevented from becoming a disturbing factor. Further discussion of this matter exceeds the limits of the present paper.
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Footnotes
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[2] A slight inaccuracy is here introduced for the sake of simplification, for, as a matter of fact, the complex followed by food consists of S1+R1. This simplification, however, has no practical consequences for the experiments of the kind conducted by Skinner, S2 being there almost wholly identical with S1. In experiments similar to those with electrical shock, S1 ought to be made sufficiently weak to be prevented from becoming a disturbing factor. Further discussion of this matter exceeds the limits of the present paper.

Contemporary Study of Pavlovian Conditioning

Pavlov's first report on conditioning emphasized its role in allowing the animal to adjust to its environment. Contemporary theories have seen this adjustment in terms of developing accurate knowledge of the environment. Three aspects of that thinking are explored: how the animal acquires initial knowledge, how it changes its knowledge when conditions of the world change, and how it makes use of multiple knowledge representations.

Keywords: error correction, overexpectation, superconditioning, extinction, modulation, Rescorla-Wagner model.

A central theme in Pavlov's first public discussion of conditioning, which we are commemorating here, was that conditioning allows the organism to adapt to its world. In speaking of the unconditioned reaction he said, "Observing the normal activity of these glands, it is impossible not to be struck with the high degree in which they are adapted to their work. Give the animal some dry, hard food, and there is a great flow of saliva, but with watery food there is much less." (Pavlov, 1928, p.48). He went on to emphasize the same property of conditioned reactions, "... these substances ... act exactly the same upon these glands ... when they are a certain distance from the dog. Dry food, even from a distance, produces much saliva; moist food, only a little" (Pavlov, 1928, p.49). Thus, for Pavlov, one important purpose of conditioning was to allow the animal's behavior to reflect accurately the world in which it had to function.
For Pavlov, this reflection of the world occurred at the level of behavior itself. Hence his emphasis on what we would now call the balance of the similarity between the CR and the UR. Certainly discussions of adaptation at this level have been a continuing theme of students, especially in the middle part of the last century. However, I think it is fair to say that for many of us, conditioning represents adaptation at a more cognitive level. For many contemporary students of learning, conditioning provides a way in which the animal adjusts its knowledge so as to reflect the state of the world influenced not only by the physiology of Pavlov but also by the associationism of British philosophers, many see conditioning as a means by which organisms build up knowledge of the structure of the world. Like Pavlov, they see the organism as changing so as to reflect accurately the world; but unlike Pavlov they have seen that reflection less directly at the level of behavior and more at the level of knowledge representation.

This article touches on three aspects of this contemporary view of conditioning as generating an accurate knowledge representation: how the animal constructs that knowledge initially, how it modifies that knowledge when its experience with the world changes, and how it can maintain and use multiple knowledge representations as conditions demand. This discussion will illustrate something of the current state of work in conditioning, naturally enough using examples from work done in my own lab.

Constructing Initial Representations

Let me begin with the building of initial knowledge representations. Perhaps the key idea in our contemporary idea of how conditioning develops is that of error-correction. It is common to view the organism as comparing its current knowledge of the world with the new experiences that it has, evaluating the degree to which its knowledge is an accurate reflection of that experience. To the degree that the knowledge of the world and experience do not agree, the organism detects an error. It then uses that error to correct its knowledge. The idea is that the animal builds an accurate understanding of the world by continually adjusting its knowledge in the light of its current experience.

A primitive, but still serviceable version of such error correction was described by Rescorla and Wagner (1972) a quarter of a century ago. Although oversimplified, and even demonstrable incorrect in many ways, it has continued to provide a rough description of conditioning and to serve as the basis for a variety of more elaborate models. Figure 1 shows a version of this theory. This theory follows Pavlov in attempting to characterize knowledge representation in terms of the formation of associations between a conditioned stimulus (CS) and an unconditioned stimulus (US) and an unconditioned stimulus (US). When the two are paired. As shown in the below equation in Figure 1, this model describes the changes in the strength of those associations that result from experiences such as

\[ V_A = k (V_B) \]

Here, \( V_A \) and \( V_B \) represent the associative strength of stimuli A and B, respectively. The constant k represents the error correction rate, and the difference between the current strength and its target value is used to update the association strength. As can readily be seen, when the organism first experiences a US after a novel CS, the error will be substantial, because there is no existing associative strength; that is, initially \( V_A \) will be zero. As a result, the trial will produce a marked adjustment in \( V_A \) in order to bring it into line with the US.

Repeated experiences of this sort will result in smaller and smaller error terms, with the result that the \( V_A \) will eventually become quite close to zero. Moreover, \( V_A \) will approach a value that is characteristic of many conditioning processes, by a negatively accelerated path. That is, with experience, \( V_A \) provides an increasingly accurate representation.

Many error-correction models also apply this mechanism to situations that are somewhat more complicated, involving two alternative signals of the US. The second set of equations in Figure 1 displays the Rescorla-Wagner version of this application. According to such models, the animal adopts the same error detection and correction procedure for multiple signals, resulting in equations of the form \( V_A = k (V_B - V_A) \), and \( V_B = k (V_A - V_B) \), where \( V_A = V_A + V_B \). That is, the animal is seen as evaluating the error between the total strength of the AB stimulus (\( V_{AB} \)) and, allowing each stimulus to use that joint error term as a basis for correcting its strength. That correction will continue until the two stimuli together yield an accurate representation, a near perfect approximation of conditioning and to serve as the basis for a variety of more elaborate models. Figure 1 shows a version of this theory.

The theory follows Pavlov in attempting to characterize knowledge representation in terms of the formation of associations between a conditioned stimulus (CS) and an unconditioned stimulus (US) and a nonconditioned stimulus (NS). As in the above equation, the model describes the changes in the strength of those associations that result from experiences such as

\[ A \rightarrow \text{US} \]

\[ V_A = k (V_B) \]
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